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Producers Ride to D.C.: Grass March and Cowboy Express 

October 15, 2014 (RACA) – Rural Agriculture Council of America (RACA) Director Aeric 

Reilly issued the following statement today regarding the Grass March Cowboy Express, an 

effort driven by producers in Nevada with an intended goal of bringing awareness and change to 

the management of public lands across the country: 

The Cowboy Express officially embarked on its cross-country journey on September 26th with 

an arrival tentatively scheduled in Washington, D.C. 20 days after the start date.  Participants in 

the effort, representing producers from the greater Nevada region, left Bodega Bay, CA in route 

to Washington D.C., a journey encompassing over 2,800 miles.  The riders represent a group of 

ranchers and producers whose goal is to hand-deliver petitions to those in DC on behalf of all 

producers currently facing restrictions, over-regulation and general hardships in terms of 

overreach by the federal agencies. 

Reilly commented, “Washington needs to understand that blanket rules and a one size fits all 

approach is not the way to implement and retain effective land management.”  The Cowboy 

Express originated with an ultimate goal of showcasing the personal side of federal agency 

policies and to demonstrate how management decisions affect those on the ground.  

Reilly went on to further state, “It’s great to see producers taking an issue into their own hands 

and demanding action and a response to policies and decisions that have come to affect their 

bottom line.” We wish them the best of luck and look forward to offering them a warm welcome 

after their long ride. 

Those interested in supporting the Cowboy Express effort may contact Katie Jones at 925-640-

1102, Eddyann Filippini at 775-635-3654, or Grant Gerber at 775-738-9258.  Individuals may 

volunteer to join a segment of the ride, contribute supplies, general monetary donations, amongst 

many other support options; visit www.grassmarchcowboyexpress.com for more information on 

how to get involved. 
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